
TIME
Transferring Innovation for Maritime
Economy

■ Project summary
The TIME project was set up to
foster crossborder business and
technological cooperation in
maritime activities. The project
expects to launch sustainable
business and technology clusters to
improve local trading. TIME brings
together three Business and
Innovation Centres from France,
Flanders and the UK, who master
innovation management
techniques. They will identify needs
and opportunities, help the client
organisations conclude agreements
and implement innovative projects
on a crossborder level. For each
activity, a supply chain analysis will
enable the identification of
weaknesses and omissions in the
supply chain of a sector, and

identify the technology providers - academic labs, or technology based firms - that might be
able to correct these deficiencies. Then, after conducting interviews, the «matching process»
will identify relevant crossborder cooperation opportunities.

■ Activities

What was the project trying to achieve?
The project aimed at promoting, stimulating and introducing in innovation three well-chosen
sectors of the maritime economy and to initiate (cross border) collaborations between SMEs
and/or technology providers. The sectors - security & logistics, marine renewable energy and
fishing - were chosen after local impact and market studies. TIME aimed at encouraging and
supporting cross-border business, academic and technological cooperation and at initiating a
sustainable relation between companies, R&D centers and professional organizations in the
three participating regions (Nord-Pas-de-Calais, South East England, Flanders). In other words,
TIME aimed at setting up a matching process between the needs of firms identified in the
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supply chain of maritime activities, and business or technological opportunities, proposed by
firms or research labs, technical centers and knowledge centers. The objectives were for each
sector: - visits of companies, technology providers and professional organizations of the three
sectors and learning to know their innovation challenges (demand) and/or their technology
solutions (offer), - matching offer and demand in concrete collaboration projects, - organization
of a professional event bringing together the partners involved (companies, technology
providers, professional, organizations, authorities) - initiating continuation of the relationships
built by bringing together professional organizations of the sectors in an interregional
professional club.

What were the activities implemented?
The following activities were implemented: Phase 1 - Desk studies Initially, six activity sectors
were chosen (Shipping industry, Logistics, Security, Fishing, Renewable Energy, Sports &
leisure). A report was drawn up for each sector in each region. This resulted in eighteen
regional reports and further in six trans-regional reports – one for each sector – that focused on
the differences, similarities, complementary and collaboration opportunities in the three
regions. Finally, this resulted in the selection of the three activity sectors to be fully explored in
the TIME project: Security & Logistics, Maritime Renewable energy and Fishing/Aquaculture.
Phase 2 - Broad mapping survey This was mainly realized through visits of key players in the
three sectors in each region (companies, professional organizations, technology providers,
public bodies, ….). These gave a practical view on, amongst others, the supply chain of the
different sectors and allowed a better understanding of the main problem and opportunity
areas. Phase 3 - Matching process Through intensified company visits, specific problems and
innovation opportunities could be identified. This led to cross border contacts between
companies, technology providers and professional organizations either on an individual and
case by case basis or in an organized way in so called “collaboration workshops” both regional
and interregional organized by the TIME project partners.

■ Results

What were the key results of the project?
The TIME activities lead to the following results: - 234 companies visited (66 FR – 148 BE – 20
EN), - 43 technology providers visited (18 FR – 20 BE – 5 EN), - 50 collaboration meetings
organised, - 20 collaborations initiated – both national and cross border, - 8 cross boarder
collaboration agreements. This general overview shows that the quantitative objectives of the
TIME project are more than achieved concerning the number of participating companies and
technology providers. All these contacts resulted in fifty collaboration meetings between
companies or technology providers. From these meetings almost twenty collaborations (both
national and cross border) were initiated and finally, eight cross border collaborations were
initiated (among which one at the beginning of 2013). In order to optimize the contacts with
individual companies, resulting from company visits and collaborative workshops, two types of
activities to stimulate cross border collaborations were organised: professional event meetings
and professional club meetings. This was also part of the project proposal. Professional event
meetings had the objective of bringing, for each of the maritime sectors, companies and
technology providers together around specific needs or technology offers. The professional club
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meetings had to take care and prepare the sustainability of the project after the project period.
They are designed as professional “value chain clubs” for each of the sectors with the objective
to communicate and disseminate the results of TIME to local authorities and specific
professional organisations specialised in the matter of the participating regions.

Did all partners and territories benefit from the results?
Due to reasons already explained (reduced involvement of the UK partner), main benefits of
the project as regard to collaboration projects were realised in Flanders and Nord-Pas de Calais
region. As for the professional events on energy and security & logistics, there was also
significant UK involvement.

What were the effects / outcomes for the territories involved?
In general, the most important outcome for the territories involved are mainly new and
renewed cross border contacts between companies, research institutions, professional
organizations and authorities of which we are confident many will last long after TIME closure.
The TIME project brought people together that were interested and motivated to exchange
experience and knowledge in an open atmosphere. In the end, collaboration is all about people.

■ Distinctiveness

What was the real added-value of doing this cross-border project?
A fundamental added value of the project is to have shared many good practices that have
allowed us to build tools and efficient methods for the benefit of the SMEs from our territories.
We shared our different cultures of innovative SMES to develop joint operational and
homogeneous activities: diagnosis, databases, tools for matching... The European project TIME
also had significant impacts on the local context. It allowed many local authorities to see the
impact and added value of European projects on their territory. This gave them a better view of
European policies and international openness. It is also a great way to heighten awareness on
European projects. Professional events or certain communication events are good examples of
this awareness. In addition, we found that European projects like TIME was a window for local
partners who are not familiar with European projects. This has allowed many local partners
(from each country) to meet, share informations, stay connected, and for certain organisms, to
think about common project. We can for example mention: Pôle Medee and Green Bridge,
Nausicaa, ILVO and Vis en Seizoenen or CITC and Game Industry North...

Have any synergies been developed with other projects or networks?
No formal partnership was established with other European projects. However, during the
project period, we had a few interactions with other European projects, in particular : - Mr
Goodfish : European project led by Nausicaa which participated in some working groups of the
TIME project, - 2OM : INTERREG IVA FR/UK project dedicated to the offshore wind energy which
participated to our professional club on renewable energy. The participation of the TIME project
manager to a conference organised by PATCH allowed to create synergies between TIME and
PATCH partner companies.

What are the key messages , key lessons learned you would like to share?
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The main messages we would like to share are: - There are difficulties to adapt the time frame
of the project with companies’ business strategy. - The interactions between partners
accelerate the acquisition of knowledge and know-how, facilitate the sharing of the different
cultures and generate openness. - It is important to have regular meetings between the project
partners and the referents of INTERREG: exchanges are a key success factor(especially with the
JTS). - The TIME project privileged a cross-sector approach to generate innovation (contactless
technologies vs. ports logistics, game industry vs. ports security…).
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■ Project Information

Title Transferring Innovation for Maritime Economy
Total project budget € 1 438 659
ERDF € 719 329

Priority & objective Priority 1 a. Support the development of joint economic activities,
including the maritime economy

Timeframe 2009-01-01 - 2012-12-31
Lead partner Aditec Pas-de-Calais - CEEI
Project Coordinator Abdelkader Bousnane(abousnane@aditec.org)
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